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Abstract

We provide a generalization of Formal Concept
Analysis that works with different types of the val-
ues in a heterogeneous formal context. An appro-
priate counterpart of the basic theorem on concept
lattices is formulated. We suggest the transforma-
tion of the heterogeneous formal context to Galois
connectional approach. Illustration on an example
is included. Moreover, we show that this approach
is a generalization of the multi-adjoint concept lat-
tices proposed by Medina and Ojeda-Aciego. Fi-
nally, links between the proposed environment and
related studies are stated.
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1. Introduction

Formal Concept Analysis is a method of data anal-
ysis, information management and knowledge rep-
resentation. An input table data, represented as
a formal context, describes relationship between a
particular set of objects and a particular set of at-
tributes. One of the main aims of Formal Concept
Analysis is to construct formal concepts (interesting
pairs of a particular set of objects and attributes)
from a formal context. Classical formal context de-
scribed in Ganter & Wille’s book [15] utilizes bi-
nary relation between a set of objects and a set
of attributes. There are some other attempts that
fuzzify the classical crisp context.

First, fuzzy subsets in both coordinates was done
by Burusco & Fuentes-Gonzales [12] and it was im-
proved by Bělohlávek [3], [5] and Polland [30], [31].
Later, not so symmetric approaches were proposed
by Ben Yahia & Jaoua ([11]), Bělohlávek, Sklenář
& Zacpal ([8]) and Krajči ([17]) – it considers fuzzy
sebsets only in the first coordinate and binary sub-
sets in the second. All these environments were cov-
ered by generalized formal context [19], [20] that di-
versifies fuzziness of the subsets of attributes, fuzzi-
ness of the subsets of objects and moreover fuzziness
of the table values.

Then Medina and Ojeda-Aciego brought the idea
of multi-adjointness used in logic-programming [24],
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[25], [26] to the Formal Concept Analysis too [21],
[23]. This fact has inspired us to modify our gen-
eralized approach in such a way that it works with
different lattice for every object, every attribute and
every table field. This is the reason why we call
this new approach heterogeneous. Another answer
to the problem of data heterogeneity was given by
Pócs in [28] and [29]. This approach also works
with different lattices for every object and every at-
tribute, but it gives a Galois connection to the table
fields.

In this paper we describe different approaches
with data heterogeneity and provide mutual rela-
tionships between diverse types of the formal con-
texts. Possible future work concludes the paper.

2. Heterogeneous formal context

First, we recall basic definitions and shortened re-
sults of heterogeneous approach from [2]. Further,
interpretation of the heterogeneous formal concepts
on an example is introduced.

Let A and B be non-empty sets. Let P =
((Pa,b,≤Pa,b

) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B) be a system of posets
and let R be a function from A × B such that
R(a, b) ∈ Pa,b for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B. Let C =
((Ca,≤Ca) : a ∈ A) and D = ((Db,≤Db

) : b ∈ B)
be systems of complete lattices. (For simplicity, we
omit the indices for all ≤?, since it is always clear
which one is used.)

Let � = ((•a,b) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B) be a system of
operations such that •a,b is from Ca×Db to Pa,b and
it is isotone and left-continuous in both arguments,
i. e.

1a) c1 ≤ c2 implies c1•a,bd ≤ c2•a,bd for all c1, c2 ∈
Ca and d ∈ Db,

1b) d1 ≤ d2 implies c•a,bd1 ≤ c•a,bd2 for all c ∈ Ca

and d1, d2 ∈ Db,
2a) if c •a,b d ≤ p for some d ∈ Db, p ∈ Pa,b and for

all c ∈ X ⊆ Ca then supX •a,b d ≤ p,
2b) if c •a,b d ≤ p for some c ∈ Ca, p ∈ Pa,b and for

all d ∈ Y ⊆ Db then c •a,b supY ≤ p.

Then we call the tuple 〈A,B,P, R, C,D,�〉 a het-
erogeneous formal context.

Let F be a set of all functions f with a domain
A such that f(a) ∈ Ca for all a ∈ A (more formally,
F =

∏
a∈A Ca). Let G be a set of all functions g

with a domain B such that g(b) ∈ Db for all b ∈ B.
(i. e., G =

∏
b∈B Db).
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We define the mapping ↗ : G → F . If g ∈ G,
then ↗(g) ∈ F is defined by

(↗(g))(a) = sup{c ∈ Ca :
(∀b ∈ B)c •a,b g(b) ≤ R(a, b)}.

Symmetrically, we define the mapping ↙ : F →
G. If f ∈ F , then ↙(f) ∈ G is defined as

(↙(f))(b) = sup{d ∈ Db :
(∀a ∈ A)f(a) •a,b d ≤ R(a, b)}.

The mappings↗ and↙ defined in this way have
worthwile properties.

Theorem 1 Let f ∈ F and g ∈ G. Then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent:
1) f ≤ ↗(g).
2) g ≤ ↙(f).
3) f(a)•a,bg(b) ≤ R(a, b) for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B.

Corrolary 1 Mappings ↗ and ↙ form a Galois
connection.

In what follows, we use a Galois connection
(↗,↙) for the concept lattice construction via clas-
sical Ganter–Wille’s approach from [15].

Lemma 1 1) Let {gi : i ∈ I} ⊆ G. Then

↗

(∨
i∈I

gi

)
=
∧
i∈I

↗(gi).

2) Let {fi : i ∈ I} ⊆ F . Then

↙

(∨
i∈I

fi

)
=
∧
i∈I

↙(fi).

We call a pair 〈g, f〉 from G×F such that↗(g) =
f and ↙(f) = g a heterogeneous formal concept.
Lemma 2 If 〈g1, f1〉 and 〈g2, f2〉 are concepts, then
g1 ≤ g2 iff f1 ≥ f2.
This lemma allows us to define the following or-

dering of concepts: 〈g1, f1〉 ≤ 〈g2, f2〉 iff g1 ≤ g2 (or
equivalently f1 ≥ f2).

We call the poset of all concepts ordered by
≤ a heterogeneous concept lattice, denoted by
HCL(A,B,P, R, C,D,�,↙,↗,≤).
The following theorem shows that this is in reality

a lattice.

Theorem 2 (The Basic Theorem on Heteroge-
neous Concept Lattices)
1) A heterogeneous concept lattice

HCL(A,B,P, R, C,D,�,↙,↗,≤) is a com-
plete lattice in which∧

i∈I

〈gi, fi〉 =
〈∧

i∈I

gi,↗

(
↙

(∨
i∈I

fi

))〉
and∨

i∈I

〈gi, fi〉 =
〈
↙

(
↗

(∨
i∈I

gi

))
,
∧
i∈I

fi

〉
.

2) For each a ∈ A and b ∈ B, let Pa,b have
the least element 0Pa,b

such that 0Ca •a,b d =
c •a,b 0Db

= 0Pa,b
for all c ∈ Ca, d ∈ Db.

Then a complete lattice L is isomorphic to
HCL(A,B,P, R, C,D,�,↙,↗,≤) if and only
if there are mappings α :

⋃
a∈A({a}×Ca)→ L

and β :
⋃

b∈B({b} ×Db)→ L such that:

a) α does not increase in the second argu-
ment (for a fixed first argument).

b) β does not decrease in the second argu-
ment (for a fixed first argument).

c) Rng(α) is inf-dense in L.
d) Rng(β) is sup-dense in L.
e) For a ∈ A, b ∈ B and c ∈ Ca, d ∈ Db

α(a, c) ≥ β(b, d)
if and only if

c •a,b d ≤ R(a, b).

For self-contained proof see [2].

The following figure is a good candidate to il-
lustrate the underlying structures of heterogeneous
formal context.
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Figure 1: List of possible values for objects and at-
tributes
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The set of objects (B) in Figure 1 corresponds to
people who are going to stay at a cottage together.
The complete lattices for objects (Db, b ∈ B) ex-
press different length of staying (no stay, one arbi-
trary day, only Saturday, only Sunday, both days).
For instance, Eva has three preferences for staying:
not at all, one day (it does not matter if Saturday
or Sunday) or both days (DEva). But Joe has four
preferences: not at all, only Saturday, only Sunday
(he distinguishes if Saturday or Sunday) or both
days (DJoe).
The set of attributes (A) responds to the type of

cottage conditions. The complete lattices for at-
tributes (Ca, a ∈ A) express different degrees of
some specific cottage condition. The water con-
ditions contain two degrees: hor or cold (Cwater).
There are four possibilities for services: internet and
television, internet only, television only, or nothing
at all (Cservices).
The degrees of each table value (Pa,b, a ∈ A, b ∈

B) refer to the degrees of discomfort that a par-
ticular person admits at a particular cottage con-
dition (no discomfort, one-third discomfort, par-
tial discomfort, two-thirds discomfort, large discom-
fort, discomfort on length of stay, discomfort on
services).
Each person can accept different degrees of dis-

comfort for longterm preferences (•a,b, a ∈ A, b ∈
B). For instance, •services,Eva is from Cservices×DEva
to Pservices,Eva, where Pservices,Eva = {0, 1/2, 1} de-
notes comfort, partial discomfort and large discom-
fort, respectively, for Eva. Higher value from Pa,b

corresponds to higher discomfort, i. e. personal sat-
isfaction is less with higher degree. That is in oppo-
site with natural expectation, but this follows from
assumptions of our heterogeneous approach. More-
over, notice that the structures from Figure 1 in
the first and fourth row equal. This is only a spe-
cial case, because our approach allows us to use a
different lattice for different object, a different lat-
tice for different attribute and also a different poset
for different table field. In what follows, we consider
longterm preferences (Figure 2 – Figure 5) just for
two people and two conditions from Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Longterm preferences for Eva and services

Another point are shortterm preferences that can
be expressed by function R (Figure 6). It represents
some actual circumstances or some actual willing-
ness to deal with discomfort (from short-term point
of view). For instance, if R(services,Eva) = 1/2, it
means that Eva will accept neither all services nor
a maximum of one arbitrary day with internet only,

because these cases for Eva are less than or equal
to 1/2 in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Longterm preferences for Eva and water
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Figure 4: Longterm preferences for Joe and water
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Figure 5: Longterm preferences for Joe and services

water services

Eva 1 1/2

Joe 1/2 2/3

Figure 6: Shortterm preferences

We use mappings (↗,↙) to identify the re-
quired cottage conditions as follows. Mapping
(↙(f))(b) indicates maximization of the number
of days spent at the cottage for specific water and
services conditions that return the greatest degree
of discomfort accepted by a person. For instance,
for f(water) = hot, f(services) = in we obtain
(↙(f))(Eva) = 1/2, which means that hot water
and internet only correspond to a maximum stay
of 1 day for Eva. Mapping (↗(g))(a) indicates the
worst water or services conditions at the cottage
for a specific number of days that return the great-
est degree of discomfort accepted. For instance,
if g(Eva) = 1/2, g(Joe) = Sa , then we obtain
(↗(g))(water) = cold, which means that Eva’s stay
for 1 day and Joe’s stay on Saturday correspond to
the possibility of cold water at the cottage. In an-
other example, if g(Eva) = Sa + Su, g(Joe) = Sa ,
then we obtain (↗(g))(services) = in + tv, whereby
a cottage with an internet connection and TV is the
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worst possible case if Eva stays on Saturday and
Sunday and Joe stays on Saturday.
Having expressed all personal preferences

(longterm and shortterm), all heterogeneous formal
concepts by the heterogeneous concept lattice
construction are generated. Every concept has
natural intepretation. It stated the worst case of
cottage conditions to stay specific number of days.
The list of formal concepts for two people and two
conditions is shown in Figure 7.

extents intents

Eva Joe water services

∅ Sa cold no

1/2 Sa cold in
1/2 Sa+Su hot in
Sa+Su Sa cold in+tv

Sa+Su Sa+Su hot in+tv

Figure 7: List of heterogeneous formal concepts for
two people and two conditions

For instance, last concept indicates full stay of
both people only at the cottage with hot water,
internet connection and television. In contrary,
second concept states that in case of cold water
and internet connection only, the number of days
at the cottage will be maximal one arbitrary day
for Eva and only Saturday for Joe. Note that
intents do not include the possibility of hot wa-
ter and no services simultaneously. In this case
we obtain ↙(hot,no) = (∅,Sa) and subsequently
↗(∅,Sa) = (cold,no). This can be interpreted as
superfluous conditions for Joe’s stay on Saturday
and maybe a cheaper cottage can be chosen.

∅, ∅, ∅
(cold, no, no)

∅, Sa, ∅
(cold, no, yes)

1/2, ∅, 1/2
(cold, in, no)

1/2, Sa, 1/2
(cold, in, yes)

Sa+Su, ∅, 1/2
(cold, in+tv, no)

1/2, Sa+Su, 1/2
(hot, in, yes)

Sa+Su, Sa, Sa+Su
(cold, in+tv, yes)

Sa+Su, Sa+Su, Sa+Su
(hot, in+tv, yes)

Figure 8: Heterogeneous concept lattice for three
people and three conditions

Another possibility is to make computation of the
heterogeneous formal concepts for three people and
three cottage conditions. The resulting heteroge-
neous concept lattice with eight ordered concepts is
illustrated in Figure 8. The first row of every con-
cept refers to extent, the second row expresses its
intent. And likewise, full stay (Sa+Su) for three
people is associated only with a cottage having hot
water, internet connection, television and, in addi-
tion, lake available.

There is also possible to consider a similar exam-
ple of heterogeneous formal context based on job
preferences whereby table values express dissatisfac-
tion with type of contract and job conditions like
salary, language requirements. Likewise, a higher
value correspond to a higher dissatisfaction that is
in opposite with a natural expectation, but it comes
from assumptions of our approach.

3. Galois connectional formal context

The main aim of this section is to recall the short-
ened definitions and results of approach from [28],
[29] which is inspired by the (homogeneous) ap-
proach from [32].

Let A and B be non-empty sets. Let C =
((Ca,≤Ca

) : a ∈ A) and D = ((Db,≤Db
) : b ∈ B) be

systems of complete lattices. Let G = ((φa,b, ψa,b) :
a ∈ A, b ∈ B) be a system of (antitone) Galois con-
nection s.t. (φa,b, ψa,b) is a Galois connection from
(Ca,≤Ca

) to (Db,≤Db
). (Again we omit the indices

of all noticed ≤?.)
Define the following mapping ↑ : G→ F : If g ∈ G

then ↑(g) ∈ F is defined by

(↑(g))(a) =
∧

b∈B

ψa,b(g(b)).

Symmetrically define the mapping ↓ : F → G: If
f ∈ F then ↓(f) ∈ G is defined as following:

(↓(f))(b) =
∧

a∈A

φa,b(f(a)).

Theorem 3 (↑, ↓) is a Galois connection.

Hence the classical Ganter–Wille’s process can be
used for the concept lattice construction, so it can
be obtained the following.

A concept in this approach is a pair 〈g, f〉 from
G× F such that ↑(g) = f and ↓(f) = g.

Lemma 3 If 〈g1, f1〉 and 〈g2, f2〉 are concepts then
g1 ≤ g2 iff f1 ≥ f2.

This lemma allows to define the following order-
ing of concepts: 〈g1, f1〉 ≤ 〈g2, f2〉 iff g1 ≤ g2 (or
equivalently f1 ≥ f2).
The poset of all such concepts ordered by ≤ will

be called a connectional concept lattice and denoted
by CCL(A,B, C,D,G, ↓, ↑,≤).
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Theorem 4 (The Basic Theorem on Connectional
Concept Lattices)

1) A connectional concept lattice
CCL(A,B, C,D,G, ↓, ↑,≤) is a complete
lattice in which∧

i∈I

〈gi, fi〉 =
〈∧

i∈I

gi, ↑

(
↓

(∨
i∈I

fi

))〉

and∨
i∈I

〈gi, fi〉 =
〈
↓

(
↑

(∨
i∈I

gi

))
,
∧
i∈I

fi

〉
.

2) A complete lattice L is isomorphic to
CCL(A,B, C,D,G, ↓, ↑,≤) if and only if
there are mappings α :

⋃
a∈A({a} × Ca) → L

and β :
⋃

b∈B({b} × Db) → L such that for
every a ∈ A, b ∈ B and c ∈ Ca, d ∈ Db

α(a, c) ≥ β(b, d) iff d ≤ φa,b(c)

iff c ≤ ψa,b(d).

4. From heterogeneous to connectional
context

The notion of G-ideal defined in [33] is useful for
transformation from heterogeneous context to con-
nectional one.
Let (L,≤L), (M,≤M ) be complete lattices. Then

J ⊆ L ×M is called a G-ideal of L ×M when the
following conditions hold:

1) If (`,m) ∈ J and (`′,m′) ≤ (`,m) (coordinate-
wise, i.e. `′ ≤ ` and m′ ≤ m) then (`′,m′) ∈ J .

2) If {(`i,mi) : i ∈ I} ⊆ J then
(
∨

i∈I `i,
∧

i∈I mi), (
∧

i∈I `i,
∨

i∈I mi) ∈ J .
If I = ∅ then (0L, 1M ), (1L, 0M ) ∈ J .

The following theorem shows correspondences be-
tween Galois connections and G-ideals.

Theorem 5 [33] Let (L,≤L), (M,≤M ) be com-
plete lattices.

1) If (φ, ψ) is an (antitone) Galois connection
from (L,≤L) to (M,≤M ) then

{(`,m) : φ(`) ≥M m} = {(`,m) : ψ(m) ≥L `}

is a G-ideal on L×M .
2) If J is a G-ideal on L×M then the mappings

φ : L→M and ψ : M → L defined by

φ(`) =
∨
{m ∈M : (`,m) ∈ J}

and

ψ(m) =
∨
{` ∈ L : (`,m) ∈ J}

form a Galois connection from (L,≤L) to
(M,≤M ).

Moreover, this correspondences between Galois con-
nections and G-ideals are each other inverse.

The previous theorem is used in the following
way:

Lemma 4 [28] Let (L,≤L), (M,≤M ) be complete
lattices, (P,≤P ) be poset and • : L×M → P is iso-
tone and left-continuous in both arguments. Then

{(`,m) : ` •m ≤ p}

is a G-ideal.

And now assume that we have a heterogeneous
concept lattice HCL(A,B,P, R, C,D,�, ↙,↗,≤).
For each a ∈ A and b ∈ B define

Ja,b = {(c, d) ∈ Ca ×Db : c •a,b d ≤ R(a, b)},

by the previous lemma we know that Ja,b is a G-
ideal on Ca × Db. Then again for each a ∈ A and
b ∈ B define the mappings φa,b : Ca → Db and
ψa,b : Db → Ca expressed by

φa,b(c) =
∨
{d ∈ Db : (c, d) ∈ Ja,b}

and

ψa,b(d) =
∨
{c ∈ Ca : (c, d) ∈ Ja,b}

and we know by Theorem 5 that (φa,b, ψa,b) is a
Galois connection from Ca to Db. Finally, we define
mappings ↓ and ↑ as before:

(↑(g))(a) =
∧

b∈B

ψa,b(g(b))

and
(↓(f))(b) =

∧
a∈A

φa,b(f(a)).

Finally, one can obtained that the correspond-
ing mappings for heterogeneous and Galois connec-
tional concept lattice construction equal by previous
formulation.

Theorem 6 (↑, ↓) = (↗,↙).

For the proof see [1].

5. From connectional to heterogeneous
context

In this section we show opposite direction, namely
that the heterogeneous approach covers the connec-
tional one. The transformation of connectional ap-
proach to heterogenenous uses the following way:

Firstly, one fact from [33] analogous to Lemma 1:

Lemma 5 Let (L,≤L), (M,≤M ) be complete lat-
tices and (φ, ψ) be a Galois connection from (L,≤L)
to (M,≤M ).
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1) For arbitrary subset {`i : i ∈ I} of L

φ

(∨
i∈I

`i

)
=
∧
i∈I

φ(`i).

2) For arbitrary subset {mi : i ∈ I} of M

ψ

(∨
i∈I

mi

)
=
∧
i∈I

ψ(mi).

We use it for the proof that specially defined op-
eration • fulfills all necessary assumptions of our
heterogeneous environment.

Theorem 7 Let (L,≤L), (M,≤M ) be complete lat-
tices and (φ, ψ) be a Galois connection from (L,≤L)
to (M,≤M ). Let • : L×M → ({0, 1},≤) be defined
in the following way:

` •m =
{

0 if φ(`) ≥ m (iff ψ(m) ≥ `),
1 elsewhere.

Then • is isotone and left-continuous in both argu-
ments.

And now assume that we have a connectional
concept lattice CCL(A,B, C,D,G, ↓, ↑,≤). For each
a ∈ A and b ∈ B take the same Pa,b = ({0, 1},≤),
R(a, b) = 0 (sic!) and •a,b : Ca × Db → Pa,b such
that for all c ∈ Ca and d ∈ Db,

c •a,b d =
{

0 if φa,b(c) ≥ d (iff ψa,b(d) ≥ c),
1 elsewhere.

By Theorem 7 •a,b is isotone and left-continuous in
both arguments, so we have a frame for heteroge-
neous approach and we can define the mappings ↗
and ↙ as before.

Theorem 8 (↗,↙) = (↑, ↓).

For the proof see [1].
So the previous formulation is the answer for

transformation. Likewise, from Galois connections
we can construct system of operations � = ((•a,b) :
a ∈ A, b ∈ B) defined in Section 2.

6. From heterogeneous to multi-adjoint
context

Multi-adjoint formal context in [21] introduced by
Medina and Ojeda-Aciego works with adjoints to
•’s in a non-commutative environment. Recall this
notion:
Let (C,≤C), (D,≤D) and (P,≤P ) be posets. The

triple (•,→1,→2) is called adjoint triple or implica-
tion triple if • : (C ×D)→ P , →1 : (D × P )→ C,
→2 : (C × P )→ D and

(c • d) ≤ p iff c ≤ (d→1 p) iff d ≤ (c→2 p).

(In the case C = D and the commutative • both
arrows are identical.)

Moreover, in case that (C,≤C), (D,≤D) are
complete lattices and (P,≤P ) is a poset, then
a multi-adjoint frame is a tuple denoted as
(C,D, P, •b for b ∈ B), where for all b ∈ B
is (•b,→1b

,→2b
) an adjoint triple with respect to

C,D, P .
Finally, define a multi-adjoint context as a tuple

(A,B,R, σ) such that A and B are set of attributes
and set of objects, respectively, R is a function from
A×B such that R(a, b) ∈ P , for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B
and σ is a mapping that associates any object from
B with some particular adjoint triple in the multi-
adjoint frame.

This multi-adjointness approach has not very aes-
thetic property: it takes only •b for b ∈ B without
any reference to A. In our heterogeneous approch,
we symmetrize it and consider operations •a,b for
each pair (a, b) ∈ A × B. This, of course, diversi-
fies and generalizes [21]. Moreover, we need not the
equal lattices for all b ∈ B and/or all a ∈ A.
Medina, Ojeda-Aciego and Ruiz-Calviño in [23]

consider situation that we have written a scientific
paper and have to decide which journal to choose
for submitting. Set of objects consists of particular
scientific journal (AMC, CAMWA, FSS, IJUFKS,
JIFS, . . . ) and set of attributes includes journal
properties as impact factor, immediacy index, cited
half-life and best position. Furthermore, problem
consists in finding a multi-adjoint concept which
represent the suitable journal to submit. They as-
sign a different adjoint triple to the journals listed
under a different category. For instance, an opera-
tions •IJUFKS = •JIFS, because IJUFKS and JIFS
are the journals listed under the Artificial Intelli-
gence category. Nevertheless, •JIFS and •AMC is
different, because AMC is listed under different cat-
egory than JIFC. The same adjoint triple is assigned
for instance for •AMC = •CAMWA.
Having looked at our cottage example, situa-

tion that the same adjoint triple is assigned to
two journals corresponds to the same longterm
preferences for two people. This means, for in-
stance, that •water,Eva = •water,Lea, •services,Eva =
•services,Lea and •lake,Eva = •lake,Lea simultaneously.
Another important difference is that all attributes
are evaluated in the same complete lattice (Cwater =
Cservices = Clake), all objects have the same com-
plete lattice (DEva = DJoe = DLea = . . .) and more-
over every table field takes the values from the same
poset (Pwater,Eva = Pservices,Joe = Plake,Lea = . . .).
On the other hand, for each operation • which

is isotone and left-continuous in both arguments,
there are operations →1 and →2 s.t. (•,→1,→2) is
an adjoint triple – it is enough to define

d→1 p = sup{c ∈ C : c • d ≤P p}

and symmetrically

c→2 p = sup{d ∈ D : c • d ≤P p}.
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Obviously, c • d ≤P p means c ∈ {c′ ∈ C : c′ • d ≤P

p} hence c ≤C sup{c′ ∈ C : c′ • d ≤P p} = d→1 p.
Conversely, by the left-continuity of • in the first

argument we have sup{c′ ∈ C : c′•d ≤P p}•d ≤P p,
i. e. (d →1 p) • d ≤P p. So, if c ≤C d →1 p then
by the isotonity of • in the first argument we have
c • d ≤P p.
The dual properties of →2 can be proved sym-

metrically. This means that it is equivalent to work
with adjoint triples and to work with isotone and
left-continuous functions.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we introduce different types of the
formal contexts with data heterogeneity – hetero-
geneous, Galois connectional and multi-adjointness
environment. The main idea of our heterogenenous
approach is to diversify all that can be diversified
and it is interesting that the process of concept lat-
tice construction still works. Hence, intuitively, it
allows to use the Formal Concept Analysis also for
tables with data of different types.
The comparison of our heterogeneous environ-

ment with connectional approach is in the following
table.

heterogeneous connectional
approach approach

longterm and all information in
shortterm preferences Galois connections

metadata and metadata and
data divided data mixed

easier to difficult to
illustrate on example interpret

can be expressed can be expressed
by connectional by heterogeneous

We present that it is equivalent to work with ad-
joint triples (in multi-adjoint approach) and to con-
sider isotone and left-continuous functions (in our
heterogeneous approach). Nevertheless, our envi-
ronment allows us to use different complete lattice
for every object, different complete lattice for every
attribute and different poset for every table field.

The complexity of our approach depends on the
number of different degrees for all objects and at-
tributes. The heterogeneous formal concepts was
provided by a brute-force approach. We have gen-
erated all possible functions and output those for
which was fulfilled definition of heterogenenous for-
mal concept. Anyway, Bělohlávek shows how to
deal with the problem of generating all concepts
of a fuzzy concept lattice in [4] with better com-
plexity. A fast bottom-up algorithm to compute all

concepts of a fuzzy closure operator is presented in
[7]. We would like to modify and generalize these al-
gorithms for our heterogeneous approach, too. And
in this way we will make assumption of not linearly
ordered set of truth degrees. Then it is fruitful to
apply it on real-world data.

We would like to put emphasis that there is a sim-
ilarly called approach working with multi-adjoint
concept lattices based on heterogeneous conjunc-
tors. This is done by Medina and Ojeda-Aciego in
[22]. The difference is following. Multi-adjoint con-
cept lattices work with different lattices too, but
only for sets of attributes and objects. The objects
and the attributes are evaluated in two different
lattices and on heterogeneous conjunctors. Finally
both lattices are embedded to the new so-called con-
nected lattice. Thus the concept lattice utilizes the
same lattice for objects and attributes.

The next interesting connection is clarifying
the relationship of our heterogeneous approach to
Bělohlávek & Vychodil’s fuzzification working with
truth-stressers, so-called hedges proposed in [9] and
[10]. In [20] it is shown that generalized concept
lattices cover them in some sense but it seems that
this new approach make this relationship more im-
mediate.

The hedges is used in [16] as a tool to reduce
the size of multi-adjoint concept lattices with het-
erogeneous conjunctors as unifying the approches
introduced in [22] and [10].

Another relationship that seems to be interest-
ing for future work is to consider heterogeneity in
multi-adjoint concept multilattices that are more
general structures as lattices [27]. The sets of mul-
tisuprema and multinfima are introduced and use-
fulness of such structures is noticed.
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